REAV

REAV
Square S

Item code: 106016328 | 260 × 260 cm / 102¼“ × 102¼“

210
82¾

249
98

Measurements

260
102¼

260
102¼

Collection: The REAV sunshade combines minimalist design with smooth engineering and robust functionality. Light and
understated in appearance, it’s the perfect accompaniment to every DEDON collection, creating shade without
creating distraction. Adaptable to any outdoor setting, REAV comes in parasol and cantilevered versions, with five shapes and sizes
of canopy.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Square S: The smallest size of parasol, Square S features a square umbrella, marine-grade fasteners and an ingenious pulley
system for easy opening and closing. It is available in white or anthracite and a choice of two sizes of base, for wind grade 3 or 6.
Frame: REAV is made of highest-quality materials, from its powder-coated aluminum pole and battens down to its marinegrade
stainless steel fasteners.
Maintenance: The canopy is tailored out of a UV-protected, easy-care outdoor fabric that repels both dirt and water.
Options: The parasol is available in white or anthracite.

Materials

327
white

328
anthracite

Wind force

Cover included

79 kg / 174 lbs
106016328

Cover

133 kg / 293 lbs
106017328

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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REAV
Square M

Item code: 106038328 | 350 × 350 cm / 137¾“ × 137¾“

227
89¼

271
106¾

Measurements

350
137¾

350
137¾

Collection: The REAV sunshade combines minimalist design with smooth engineering and robust functionality. Light and
understated in appearance, it’s the perfect accompaniment to every DEDON collection, creating shade without
creating distraction. Adaptable to any outdoor setting, REAV comes in parasol and cantilevered versions, with five shapes and sizes
of canopy.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Square M: The Square M features, marine-grade fasteners and an ingenious pulley system for easy opening and closing. It is
available in white or anthracite and a choice of two sizes of base, for wind grade 3 or 6.
Frame: REAV is made of highest-quality materials, from its powder-coated aluminum pole and battens down to its marinegrade
stainless steel fasteners.
Maintenance: The canopy is tailored out of a UV-protected, easy-care outdoor fabric that repels both dirt and water.
Options: The parasol is available in white or anthracite and comes in with optional ground mountings.

Materials

327
white

328
anthracite

Wind force

Cover included

255 kg / 562 lbs
106038328

Cover

405 kg / 893 lbs
106039328

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Ground mounting

In-ground
mounting kit

Concrete
mounting kit

106092000

106093000

REAV
Hexagon S

Item code: 106026328 | 287 × 260 cm / 113“ × 102¼“

210
82¾

249
98

Measurements

287
113

260
102¼

Collection: The REAV sunshade combines minimalist design with smooth engineering and robust functionality. Light and
understated in appearance, it’s the perfect accompaniment to every DEDON collection, creating shade without
creating distraction. Adaptable to any outdoor setting, REAV comes in parasol and cantilevered versions, with five shapes and sizes
of canopy.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Hexagon S: The Hexagon S features marine-grade fasteners and an ingenious pulley system for easy opening and closing. It is
available in white or anthracite and a choice of two sizes of base, for wind grade 3 or 6.
Frame: REAV is made of highest-quality materials, from its powder-coated aluminum pole and battens down to its marinegrade
stainless steel fasteners.
Maintenance: The canopy is tailored out of a UV-protected, easy-care outdoor fabric that repels both dirt and water.
Options: The parasol is available in white or anthracite.

Materials

327
white

328
anthracite

Wind force

Cover included

79 kg / 174 lbs
106026328

Cover

133 kg / 293 lbs
106027328

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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REAV

Square M cantilever
Item code: 106058328 | 300 × 300 cm / 118“ × 118“

208
82

258
101½

Measurements

300
118

393
154¾

Collection: The REAV sunshade combines minimalist design with smooth engineering and robust functionality. Light and
understated in appearance, it’s the perfect accompaniment to every DEDON collection, creating shade without creating distraction.
Adaptable to any outdoor setting, REAV comes in parasol and cantilevered versions, with five shapes and sizes of canopy.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Square M Cantilever: The smallest size of parasol, Square S features a square umbrella, marine-grade fasteners and an ingenious
pulley system for easy opening and closing. It is available in white or anthracite and a choice of two sizes of base, for wind grade 3 or 6.
Frame: REAV is made of highest-quality materials, from its powder-coated aluminum pole and battens down to its marinegrade
stainless steel fasteners.
Maintenance: The canopy is tailored out of a UV-protected, easy-care outdoor fabric that repels both dirt and water.
Options: The parasol is available in white or anthracite and comes in a choice of two sizes for the base, for wind grade 3 or 6, with
optional ground mountings.

Materials

327
white

328
anthracite

Wind force

Cover included

262 kg / 578 lbs
106058328

Cover

410 kg / 904 lbs
106059328

Rotatable

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Ground mounting

In-ground
mounting kit

Concrete
mounting kit

106092000

106093000

REAV

Rectangular L cantilever
Item code: 106089328 | 302 × 400 cm / 119“ × 158“

284
82

298
117½

Measurements

400
157½

400
157½

Collection: The REAV sunshade combines minimalist design with smooth engineering and robust functionality. Light and understated
in appearance, it’s the perfect accompaniment to every DEDON collection, creating shade without creating distraction. Adaptable to
any outdoor setting, REAV comes in parasol and cantilevered versions, with five shapes and sizes of canopy.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Rectangular L cantilever: The largest cantilevered parasol, Square L cantilever comes with a cantilevered 302 x 400 cm / 119“ × 158“
rectangular umbrella that is rotatable and flippable and does not touch the table when being folded. It features marine-grade fasteners
and an ingenious pulley system for easy opening and closing.
Frame: REAV is made of highest-quality materials, from its powder-coated aluminum pole and battens down to its marinegrade
stainless steel fasteners.
Maintenance: The canopy is tailored out of a UV-protected, easy-care outdoor fabric that repels both dirt and water.
Options: The parasol is available in white or anthracite and comes in a choice of two sizes for the base, for wind grade 3 or 6, with
optional ground mountings.

Materials

327
white

328
anthracite

Wind force

Cover included

420 kg / 926 lbs
106089328

Cover

Rotatable

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Ground mounting

In-ground
mounting kit

Concrete
mounting kit

106092000

106093000

